Bernheim is a non-profit organization that relies on memberships, grants, and donations for support.

**Ways to Join**

**Online:** bernheim.org/membership

**In Person:** Visit the Visitor Center or Education Center.

**By Phone:** Call 502.215.7138.

**Become a Member Today!**

**Bernheim is 100% Member and Donor Supported**

**Your Membership Protects**

- Over 16,000 acres of land
- 3 million+ trees
- 2,100+ wildlife species
- A 600-acre Arboretum
- A living laboratory for artists and researchers around the world

**Your Membership Provides**

- A place to connect with nature
- 40 miles of hiking trails
- A 4-acre Edible Garden
- A Canopy Tree Walk 75’ above the forest floor
- Nationally recognized education programs
- An outdoor classroom to 6,000 school-age children yearly
- A place of artistic inspiration
- A destination for more than 270,000 visitors annually

** Bernstein is a non-profit organization that relies on memberships, grants, and donations for support.**